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Train noises and announcement on train

White
Well as requested I am talking in a subdued tone because I'm on this train from New York to Boston and essentially I'm going to have my brains fried.  This is all to do with Braille and how I read it and it's an experiment and I'm with my producer, Cheryl Gabriel, who's come really to - well protect me I think.

Gabriel
So how are you feeling Pete?

White
I am a bit apprehensive.  These are tests that are being done and I've agreed to be a guinea pig.

Gabriel
Are you sure it's going to be okay?

White
Professor Alvaro Pascual-Leone, who is doing this research at the Department of Neurology at Harvard, he has assured me that this is safe and that no one has lost the power to read Braille or lost the power to think but I mean when you agree to be wired up, as I have done, there's always an element of apprehension I think.

Gabriel
I know you are really passionate about Braille and your modesty would prevent you probably from saying that you're one of the fastest Braille readers probably in the world or maybe it wouldn't.

White
It's not a competition Cheryl.  But yeah I'm a pretty fast Braille reader.  And what intrigues me about this is why some people read Braille fast and some don't because not many people do, there are far less proportionally fast Braille readers than there are fast print readers.  And what makes me equally intrigued by it is because nobody ever thought that I would be, I was cack handed basically, as a child I was kept down in the tinies class because I couldn't tie my shoe laces and a tie.  And I remember my dad say - I can hear his voice saying - they're never going to teach this kid Braille.  Well they did teach this kid Braille and he did read it fast but why and what goes on in the brain and how does it relate to the way people learn print, that's what I'm hoping to find out?

We're going to the Berenson-Allen Center for Non-Invasive Brain Stimulation at the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center.  So never knowingly under-named.  And I'm hoping that Professor Alvaro Pascual-Leone will explain exactly what he's up to.

Pascual-Leone
The reason why we're interested in studying you of course is because you are arguably one of the world's fastest Braille readers and we've studied Braille reading, we've studied blind subjects that can read Braille but we want to know what is it that makes people particularly capable of doing this?  And so what we want to do is two sets of experiments.  One we want to do something called a functional MRI, brain imaging study, to see what part of the brain are active when you read Braille versus when you read nonsense words in Braille versus when you experience some other touches to your fingers.  And then we want to use that information to guide us and use brain stimulation techniques - non-invasive brain stimulation techniques - something called TMS to block those areas or inquire from those areas what you perceive when we activate them.

White
Okay.  So you're going to look at my brain basically doing stuff.  Is it safe?

Pascual-Leone
Well it is safe if things are done properly and so part of what we need to do before we get going is go through a series of different criteria that we know would make sure you're protected and that you're not put at risk.

White
So I have to fill in a form do I?

Pascual-Leone
You need to do something called give us your informed consent, you need to understand exactly what we're going to do and if you still agree to go forward then sign it.

White
Okay, fire away then.

Pascual-Leone
First of all I just want to ask you some questions.  Are you right handed or left handed?

White
I'm a bit ambidextrous to be honest.  You see I read Braille with both hands and I think that's why I read it fast because I read it simultaneously with one hand getting to the end of one line and the other hand going down to the next line and then that hand joining it half way along.  So at some point both hands are reading.

Pascual-Leone
Is there a preferred finger that you would say is your dominant sort of Braille character discriminator?

White
Yeah, that one.

Pascual-Leone
So that is, by the way, very common - congenitally blind individuals often times don't have a clear handedness dominance, which is an interesting thing from the neuroscience point of view in itself.

White
Oh I hadn't realised that.

Pascual-Leone
Yeah, so let me just ask you a few things.  Have you had TMS before?

White
No.

Pascual-Leone
Ever had a seizure?

White
No.

Pascual-Leone
Any fainting spells that were not explained?

White
No.

Pascual-Leone
A stroke?

White
No.

Pascual-Leone
Ever had surgery to your head?

White
No.

Pascual-Leone
Any neurological illnesses?

White
No.

Pascual-Leone
Any metal in your head?

White
No.

Pascual-Leone
I don't think you're pregnant, it doesn't apply to you.

White
No, I wasn't when I left England anyway.

Pascual-Leone
Excellent.  The other list is for the MRI itself.  Okay?  So we're going to have you in the scanner lay in this tube, we'll take some pictures of your brain first then we'll have you do some tasks like read words of Braille while you're laying on your back, so it'll be a little different but then we'll see the activity related to that.

White
Okay.

Pascual-Leone
We'll head over to the MRI now.

White
It's amazing isn't it, how the brain is a quite extraordinary ...

Gabriel
We're just going to see just how extraordinary yours is.

Pascual-Leone
Well we're going to find out if there is one there.  [Laughter]

White
I've just been told I've got to answer some more questions so, never mind, I guess better than safe than sorry.

Technician
Do you have a problem with claustrophobia?

White
No.

Technician
Have you ever had an operation?

White
Yeah one or two.

Technician
Do you have a cardiac pacemaker?

White
No.

Technician
An implanted cardiac defibrillator?

White
No.

Technician
An aneurysm clip?

White
No.

Technician
A carotid artery vascular clip?

White
No.

Technician
....[getting faster and faster]....

Pascual-Leone
I think as you know we've been doing some work on trying to understand what are the brain changes that enable blind people to read Braille tactically and in fact enable them to have abilities that sighted people do not have?  One of them is reading Braille and there are others, the sound localisation for example.

White
But they don't have those abilities innately do they?

Pascual-Leone
They don't, so they seem to be abilities that develop as a sort of paradox to the loss of vision.  So you lose something, you lose the sensory input through vision, but your brain appears capable to compensate, in a way enhancing beyond normal, as it were, beyond the sighted, the abilities and the information that you can extract from other sensory modalities.

White
You're saying that your work suggests that compensation might actually be true?

Pascual-Leone
Yeah, although I don't think god gave you better ears, I think what turns out to be the case is that your brain devotes resources that had planned to devote to vision to process other information.  And with that come better abilities in certain things and losses in others, it's not an all good kind of thing.

White
So bits of the brain say hang on we don't seem to have much to do today and this guy doesn't seem to be doing much seeing so perhaps we'd better do something else?

Pascual-Leone
Something along those lines, something along those lines.  But it raises the very interesting sort of fundamental question of whether the brain is going just like you describe - I don't seem to have much seeing to do, let me do something else - or whether the bits of the brain are saying - I'm here to do this, to extract information about how lines are oriented and I normally do that with vision but vision doesn't seem to be coming in, let me try to do it with touch or let me try to do it with sound.  So it raises the question of what is actually the driving force.  There's clearly one important factor which is the benefit for daily life that the individual derives, so when you're blind and if you're able to learn Braille and use Braille to communicate that's a huge advantage.  And that seems to be an important factor for the brain to decide to devote resources to these other things.

White
Okay.  Well more will emerge as we go along, so just tell me what I have to do first.

Technician
[Still asking speeded up questions] ....

Dentures?

White
No, well actually yeah.

Technician
Is it removable?

White
Yeah.

Technician
Yeah, you'll have to take that off.

White
Well, it is a serious business as you said.

Gabriel
It is and you've even - you might as well explain, you've had to take your tooth out for this.

White
Yeah, that's why I'll be slightly sibilant because I've got a front tooth - you've not seen that gap before.  I don't brag about it.  But I don't mind 800,000 In Touch listeners knowing about it.

Gabriel
A few million You and Yours ...

White
And a few million You and Yours listeners.

Technician 
So I'm just going to put the blindfold on and then you can - yeah if you want to adjust that so it's comfortable.

White
Yeah, I'm not trying to think with a blindfold on.  It's really strange.

Technician
Alright so what's going to happen in the MRI you're going to have headphones on and underneath the headphones you're going to have to ear plugs.

White
Ear plugs, headphones, blindfold.

Technician
Yeah, you're not going to hear a thing just because the MRI's so loud.

White
Right, so you've blindfolded me and made me deaf.

Technician
So do you want to go ahead and put these in, and just - if you could just rub them between your fingers and then place them in your ears.

Another technician
It sounds a bit like having a trash can over your head and somebody banging it.

White
Hey ho.

Technician
So we're ready to go in 10?

Gabriel
Good luck then Pete.

White
Okay, thank you Cheryl.

Gabriel
Look forward to hearing all about it from this side of the metal.

White
Right I feel very strange actually.

Pascual-Leone
So what is going on now is that basically we are keeping track of blocks of images and every so often where we hear - barely hear Mark sort of yelling the instructions and Susanna is right next to Peter in the scanner handing him the tasks to do.  And so essentially what he's being asked to do in all cases is to explore different things with one hand and then respond with the other hand and the responses are whether the two things that he's experiencing are the same or different.  So we're providing him strings of words, of Braille, and asking him whether the two letters in the middle are vowels or consonants or what, we're providing him nonsensical strings that are not words, are still Braille and so he needs to then still tell us whether it's vowel or consonant that is in the middle.  And we're providing him strings of different sandpapers and he just is exploring them and feeling the roughness, as it were, of the [indistinct words].

Gabriel
So they're quite tricky things you're getting him to do, they're not really simple are they?

Pascual-Leone
They're not super simple, certainly no sighted person would be able to do them.  For a proficient Braille reader they are doable and he doesn't need a lot of practise to get it and to be able to do it but he does need to concentrate in doing that and that's a big part of what we're banking on - is that he's focusing his attention on this and that we'll be able to capture of some of the differences on the basis of that - of the effort that he's making.

Gabriel
Can I talk to him, can you ask him if he's okay?

Technician
Still doing alright, right Peter?

White
Yeah.

Technician
Okay great.

Gabriel
Will he feel tired when he comes out of there do you think - is it physically tiring?

Pascual-Leone
No it's not so much physically as sort of mentally tiring because you're concentrating and you're trying to do a good job and I'm sure he's trying to really not move at all, so it's a little tiring and bit exhausting.

Gabriel
He hasn't had any lunch either.

Pascual-Leone
I asked.

Gabriel
Andy, can you just tell me a little bit about your job because you're the person that seems to be in control of the monitor here?

Andy
Well certainly.  The MRI technologist - and this is a research only scanner - so anything that goes on here is for research only, there is absolutely no clinical scanning that goes on.  So we have a range of studies that we do that involve functional MRI or we do deficient tensor imaging, which we're actually going to run on Peter at the end of this.

Alright Peter, this is going to be another set of two more scans where you just and do nothing and just stay awake and relax, okay?

White
Okay.

Andy
Okay, here we go, it'll be about 12 minutes.

White
Okay.

Andy
Can you slam that door please?  Thank you.

Gabriel
Does one brain look pretty well the same as any other brain?

Andy
Most often yeah, they all pretty much look the same, unless there's been something horrible that's happened, like a stroke or something like that but otherwise.

Gabriel
Do you ever tire of looking at brains or imagine that they're something else?

Andy
No not at all, I love looking at brains and very often we have people who are trying things that have never been done in MRI before, so it's always sort of exciting to have certainly cases like Peter to come in and whatnot and you know it's always new, good stuff.  I'm a big fan of brains.

Alright how are you?

White
Well I've still got all these headphones on.

Andy
You survived it?

White
It kind of gives you an idea of how people cope with solitary confinement because you get your brain on to something else, you know thinking about other things to distract you from it.

Andy
Do you want to swing your legs to the left Peter, then we're going to .....[indistinct chatter]

So we're just going right through ....

Gabriel
Hello.

White
Hello.

Gabriel
How are you?

White
Slightly disorientated.

Gabriel
I think you've done very well.

White
Do you?  How can you tell?

Gabriel
Well I couldn't have done what you've just done - I couldn't have stayed in that tube for all that time Peter, I'd have gone mad.

White
It's kind of living inside your brain really, you create an alternative universe to sort of cope with it while you're in there.  The most difficult bits, in many ways, were those sort of 12 minutes where there was a loud knocking sound like someone was trying to get into my head but I wasn't really doing anything, only thinking and that is quite strange.

Pascual-Leone
It turns out that sort of introspective day dreamy state is something that we'll be able to look at explicitly and we will, that's part of the reason why we had you not do anything for a chunk of time because we want to look at what is rest state of the brain really is like.

White
It was more difficult than I thought it would be.

Gabriel
Do you want to get yourself sorted, have your little tooth back in?

White
Get me - oh yeah, yeah okay, seeing as I'm talking a bit like this.

Gabriel
You are a bit aren't you.

White
It's all quite fun though isn't it.  Yeah I'll get my teeth back.

Pascual-Leone
Excellent.

Gabriel
We'll get you some food perhaps as well, you must be starving.

White
I was thinking about that apple in there, I knew I had an apple in my bag.

Gabriel
There you go.

White
Oh well he hasn't rushed me off to hospital, so obviously - presumably the brain's in reasonably good shape.

Gabriel
It looked pretty good.  I was saying to Alvaro, it looked like a picture from an anatomy book really, but to know that it was you there and you were living and breathing while the picture was being generated was pretty fascinating.  It was pretty special actually, it was pretty brilliant.

Pascual-Leone
And it looked normal by the way.

White
Did it.

Pascual-Leone
No tumour, no ...

White
You haven't rushed me off to hospital, so no tumour no stroke.

Pascual-Leone
In terms of the actual tasks that you did in the MRI how was it, was it difficult, was it easy?

White
It was more difficult than I thought it was going to be, I thought it was going to be a doddle once I'd actually understood it - is it two consonants or is it two vowels.  I tell you what made it difficult - because it's contracted or grade two Braille, that means you've got, as you know, you've got contractions as well as single letters, so you're dealing with four letter words and the break might come between the second and the third letters, which you're supposed to figure out.  So in other words if it's tool - t double o l - there are no contractions in there at all and you immediately see two os and you think that's easy, that's two vowels.  If it's bare - the way the Americans, the way you lot write it - it's b e - single letters - and then an ar sign, so the split between the vowels actually comes - you've got the second and the third letter but the third letter is part of the contraction for ar.  If you were civilised and wrote b then e a sign and then r it would be quite easy.

Pascual-Leone
It would be too easy for you.

White
Well that's - that's what I wondered, I wondered whether you'd kind of deliberately - is it that you want to see me thinking?

Pascual-Leone
Right, so the issue is we want to look at not only what are the parts of the brain activated when you're processing dots of Braille, which we can do with real words or nonsense words or anything like that and we had plenty of those in there.  We also want to - we want to know how is your brain engaged in linguistic tasks in identifying a word as something different from a non-word when you access that knowledge through touch.  And in order to do that we needed to make the task more complex and more difficult so that you're actually working at it.

White
Okay.  One other interesting thing is the signalling was quite tricky because Susanna was in there with me tapping me on the hand, which was quite nice but the fact of the matter was you had to think well which signal means which and which doesn't.  I just wondered why you didn't, through the headphones, just shout go or stop because I reckon that would be easier?

Pascual-Leone
Yeah it's a good point.

White
I was trying to remember what a pat on the hand and what a tap on the wrist actually meant, whereas go and stop I could have dealt with quite easily.  What I'm doing is, of course, I'm making excuses for any mistakes I might have made.

Pascual-Leone
As it turns out performance in this task is important but it's not the most critical...

White
Oh I'm very competitive though Alvaro, I like to win.

Pascual-Leone
We'll make you believe you did great.

White
Oh okay.



